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Consumer expectations for fast, free deliveries have never been higher. And now, you can meet them 

all with ease. Built on top of the largest, most trusted commerce network, Rithum’s Delivery Solutions 

provide the data analytics and visibility you need to optimise deliveries. It means a better experience for 

your customers, and lower costs for you.

Deliver faster. Ship smarter. Win loyalty

With the comprehensive breadth of Rithum’s Delivery Solutions, you can be confident every order is 

delivered swiftly and accurately.

• Fast deliveries. Every delivery date is a promise — one Rithum helps you keep through intelligent 

routing, efficient rates and real-time updates.

• Intelligent shipping. We use dynamic data models to source the right carriers with the smartest 

routes, at the best price for you.

• Accurate tracking. With sophisticated warehouse processing and real-time transit tracking, both you 

and your consumers will always know where an order is at any moment.

Make Every Delivery 
Exceptional
Faster deliveries. Smarter savings.                            
Happy customers
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Make your promises profitable

You need to package each order in the right box, at the right 

warehouse and with the optimal carrier method. Rithum helps 

you:

• Lower shipping costs with automatic rate shopping to select 

the best carrier based on delivery date and price. 

• Increase conversions with precise delivery promises based on 

warehouse processing and transit times.

• Support suppliers with passthrough shipping labels that 

let them use your most cost-effective carrier without an 

integration.

Keep customers coming back for more

The right e-commerce delivery solution can transform first-time 

buyers into lifelong customers. Rithum lets you:

• Create branded tracking pages to share delivery details

• Proactively send delivery updates via email or SMS

• Spot trends and rapidly resolve issues with real-time 

reporting 

Request a demo to learn more and speak with one of our 

e-commerce experts.

Deliver faster 
Reduce cart abandonment with 
accurate delivery promise dates.

Rithum helps you:

Increase customer loyalty 
Win repeat sales with real-time 

updates so your customers can see 
exactly when their orders will arrive.

Improve margins
Gain visibility to route logistics and 
choose the best carrier at the best 

rates.

Ship smarter
Speed up shipping with 
optimised order routing.

https://www.rithum.com/request-a-demo

